Model M2000
Deluxe Rebreathing Floor Stand
Veterinary Anesthesia Machine

The M2000 is a real workhorse, with excellent expansion, storage options...and our industry leading ten year warranty!

The Supera M2000 comes with these features:

- Stable “A” frame design
- Large heavy duty shelf for monitors & ventilators
- Proven safety pop off valve - it saves patient lives!
- Oxygen flush with safety restrictor and button shield
- CO2 absorber with easy change “One Seal” canister
- Easy to use non-rebreathing circuit common outlet
- Syringe holder (for inflating E/T cuffs)
- Easily add universal control arm for Bain systems
- Built in breathing circuit and bag organizer
- Easy mounting for waste gas evacuation systems

Breathing circuits and bags included:

- Adult & Pediatric Unilimb rebreathing circuit
- Non-rebreathing circuit
- 0.5, 1, 2, 3 liter heavy duty bags
- Stainless Steel IV Pole

Note: Shown with optional Isoflurane Vaporizer & E-tank manifold

Includes our proven safety pop off valve
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Features & Options

Large 2 1/2” X 13” monitor and ventilator shelf.
Built in syringe holder and accessory mounting points

Built in circuit and bag holders help with moisture control.

Optional
Waste Gas Interface
P/N EVC630 (shown)
For fan evacuation systems
P/N EVC629 (not shown)
For vacuum pump systems

Optional
Universal Control Arm
P/N MA2013
For safer non-rebreathing procedures

Includes: Safety pop off valve,
60” long Bain circuit and
Supera 1 liter heavy duty rebreathing bag
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